For Immediate Release

TIKGAMES AND CREAT STUDIOS TO
LAUNCH DEDICATED PUBLISHER PAGE
ON THE PLAYSTATION® NETWORK
Seven TikGames and Creat Studios Titles On Sale for Half Price for Two
Weeks as Publisher Page Launches April 1st in North America
March 29, 2010 – TikGames (San Mateo, CA) and Creat Studios (Canton, MA) today announced
the two companies will launch a Publisher Page under the TikGames/Creat Studios banner on
the PlayStation® Network in North America, to be dedicated to their games, themes and
wallpapers. With nine partnered and individual titles between them, the two companies have
released more native PlayStation® 3 games for PSN than any other company, including the
recent acclaimed action titles Wakeboarding HD and Hamster Ball.
To celebrate the Publisher Page’s grand opening, TikGames/Creat Studios will place their
previous seven titles on sale at 50% of their standard retail price. Fan favorites like Magic Orbz,
Mushroom Wars and Cuboid can be purchased for just $4.99; the fast-paced excitement of
Smash Cars will be available for only $7.49. Interpol, Mahjong Tales and Digger HD can also be
downloaded for half off.
“TikGames is ecstatic to offer all of our current and future games on our new storefront and
continue to show our support and dedication to the PlayStation® Network.” said Anatoly
Tikhman, Founder and CEO of TikGames, LLC
Since launching their first three titles in January of 2009, TikGames/Creat Studios has emerged
as a premier developer and publisher for the PlayStation® Network. The partnership between
the two companies continues to deliver quality downloadable, next-generation console games,
and take advantage of capabilities only found on the PlayStation 3.
“Creat Studios continues our commitment to bring players the most engaging and entertaining
titles on PlayStation® Network, and we are thrilled to work with Sony to present them together
in one convenient digital space.” said Vladimir Starzhevsky, co-founder and CEO of Creat
Studios, Inc.

“PlayStation” and “PS” Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. The PlayStation
Network Logo is a service mark of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.

About TikGames: TikGames, LLC was founded in 2002 by Anatoly Tikhman with a plan to
develop the most innovative and entertaining games for digital distribution. Towards that end,
he has built an industry-leading studio to deliver a broad range of top quality proprietary
games. The company is headquartered in San Mateo, California. Further information is available
at www.tikgames.com.
About Creat Studios: Creat Studios, Inc. is a premier digital download publisher and developer
of current and next-generation online, console and handheld games. Founded in 1990, Creat's
corporate headquarters are located in Canton, Massachusetts, with development studios in
Massachusetts and St. Petersburg, Russia. Creat Studios develops and publishes titles for Sony
PSP®, PlayStation®3, Nintendo DS™, Nintendo DSiWare™, Wii™ and Microsoft Xbox 360®. For
more information, please visit www.creatstudios.com.
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